In this summer school...
• How to assign switching probabilities (CS and DS events)?
Dissatisfaction! Doesn't meet expectation, thus rational! Expectation:
When I play C, I expect to get 1 (opponent is C) When I play D, I expect to get 1+r (opponent is C)
Thus, when opponent is C, received = expected => no incentive to make any changes Thus, dissatisfaction comes in only when opponent plays D => switch character or rewiring
We define a parameter, called the disappointment S, when opponent plays D as
S= expected payoff -received payoff = P(α,C)-P(α,D)

Switching Probability P∝ S→ P=β S If not switched, cut link and rewire to someone else.
(Here, we take β =1/2) Node-driven dynamics CD-links AND DD-links are the active links (possible system evolution)
Probabilities for the 4 events that lead to system evolution
How does the level of cooperation (long time behavior) vary with r?
How does dissatisfaction behavior alter network structure?
Time evolution?
Constructing analytic approaches?
• Initially, we have 50% cooperators randomly distributed in the lattice.
• The results indicate two regimes with different features.
• What if the initial frequency of cooperators is varied?
•Definition:
=number of C-nodes /number of total nodes
This figure gives us a message of the extent of cooperation. But how the different characters connected?
• Initially, we have 10% cooperators randomly distributed in the lattice.
• The symbols show a transition behavior at some value of r.
• Can we obtain the features of the previous figure 
When an event occurs, local environment of updating node changes, leading to corresponding changes in variables such as node/link numbers.
Write down the change of the variables in general (recall: CD and DD are active links):
Probability that the node in action takes on character n=C or D 
To illustrate the different ways of mean-field treatment, we write down one of the equations based on (＊):
Here, we choose f C , l CD ,l CC as independent variables.
